
Wireless TV Speaker
PTVSP30SL

2.4GHz Bed-Side TV Comfort Hearing System
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PTVSP30SL 2.4GHz Wireless  TV Speaker adopts Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum technology (FHSS) with strong anti-interference
ability. It can bring the clear and crisp TV sound, creating comfortable
individual listening environment. It provides more freedom to enjoy TV
programs or other audio devices indoor or out doors. No need to turn 
up volume aloud, there is no lip-sync delay and no need to use heavy
headphones.

Features:

1. As a wireless speaker, compatible with any brand of TVs that have     
    Digital Optical or RCA (Red and White) or 3.5mm AUDIO OUTPUT .

2. 2.4GHz digital stereo wireless speaker adopts advanced Frequency    
    Hopping Spread Spectrum technology (FHSS), with strong anti-
    interference  ability; wireless transmission distance is more than 30    
    meters without obstacles.

3. Built-in optical digital converter function, compatible with TV ’s digital     
    audio out, helps you to enjoy top quality audio experience without    
    spending extra expensive cost on the digital converter.

4. Two power adapters available: one for transmitter base power supply;    
    another for speaker to be plugged in the wall outlet, no need taking  
    the speaker back into the basement to charge.

5. With volume adjustment and 3 levels of tones control enhance clarity     
    of TV speech.

6. This product can be used in one to one (one transmitter to one     
    wireless speaker) or one to many (one transmitter to multiple
    wireless speakers at the same time).

7. Built-in short-circuit protection circuit in the transmitter for safety.

8. Automatic power OFF function:  
    Power saving design that turns OFF automatically when no signal is     
    received for 3-5 minutes.

9. The big knob with one dial operation of ON/OFF and volume control     
    in the center area of the receiver, makes you turn up / down or turn    
    o� the volume by your �ngertips easily.

10. Rechargeable  and portable wireless speaker with handle, 
       convenient to take anywhere.

11. Big size acoustic chamber with powerful loudspeakers (2 x 5 Watt)

12. Audio signal automatic level control function: transmitter will     
       reduce the intensity of the input audio signal when it is too strong,  
       avoid excessive sound that may damage your hearing

13. Wired stereo speaker function: speaker receiver with audio IN jack     
       is a wired speaker for MP3, PC, Mobile Phone, iPAD, etc

14. Speaker receiver has a audio out jack to connect with a headset that  
       makes it great for you to watch TV quietly even the TV is at mute  
       condition.
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Charging your TV speaker before �rst use

Place the RECEIVER on the TRANSMITTER and charge for 2~3 hours 
until the charging indicator of the RECEIVER is OFF which means the 
battery is full.

Connect the power adaptor to the RECEIVER to charge the battery.

Low Battery and Recharging:

The red and green LED blink alternately and an alert sound occurs when 
the receiver is in wireless state, or the red LED blinks when the receiver 
is in the wired state. The battery power is lower at this moment. 
Recharge the battery until full.

Operation
After connecting the TRANSMITTER to your TV, or other audio device: 
1. Turn ON your TV, or other audio device, and set the volume properly.
    Then switch ON the TRANSMITTER.

2. Turn ON the RECEIVER, and set the volume and tone        
    (HIGH/MID/LOW) to your required level.

3. After using, turn OFF the RECEIVER and switch OFF the 
    TRANSMITTER.
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CONNECTION:

Built-in optical digital converter function, compatible with any brand 
of digital TV.  Helps you enjoy top quality audio experience without 
spending extra cost on  digital converter.
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